
 
 
 
 

AEOLIAN 
 
A journey through charm and strong emotions: the collection EOLIE by C&C Milan tells us about land, 
sea, stones and volcanoes. A collection of fabrics that becomes a landscape of beauty and style. 
 

The "structured" ones 
A first group of monochrome fabrics for interior decoration is characterized by the prevalence of linen, 
material of choice for C&C Milano and sustainable fibre par excellence. MESSINA, ENNA, BRONTE and 
BOGOTA' evoke pebble sands, ashes and lapilli through textures and colors ranging from ash to charcoal 
black, with touches of sand and shades of gray. 
 

The mixed "natural" 
The seabed, the lava stone, the white lunar sand and the orange of the prickly pears characterize the 
Aeolian landscape defining the second group of fabrics for upholstery and decoration. The vegetation 
that grows wild between the rock the fire and the water of the islands gives body to the Mediterranean 
maquis that stands out over the sea: CASTILLO and CARTAGENA are characterized by a 100% natural 
composition, thanks to materials such as cotton linen and wool,  their important structure and dominant 
colours. 

100% Outdoor 
The dialectical relationship between the inside and the outside is assured by a family of fabrics whose 
Martindale is time and use proof. CAMPO, CALLE, PLAZA (the latter also fire-retardant) are defined by 
pure and essential shades. Like the islands that give the name to the collection, they bewitch thanks to 
their discreet elegance and an eclecticism that will make it a must for upholstery of seats and 
complements. 
 

The ‘Boutis’ 
The stripes, always a classic for C&C Milano, gives character to the bed and makes it the protagonist. 
The sturdy double-height striped cotton, in the fresh colourways ivory-red, blue and black, proves to be 
a versatile item and at the same time a timeless best-seller. MARINA RIGATO and ELBA complete the 
range of heavy cottons dedicated to decoration and coating exquisitely Mediterranean taste. 
 

Black & White 
The brief was to create a precious fabric but at the same time suitable for various uses, such as curtains 
or sheets. The result? DIANA and DIANA BARRE' (striped black-white), fabrics in great height, in linen 
satin fresh and elegant together, for a refined and minimalist taste.  
 

Revival of style 
Sartorial linens in the foreground, thanks to impeccable workmanship sheets, but above all that respect 
environmental sustainability: if you are thinking of the combination of excellence-elegance, then go for 
inspiration thanks to the perfect finishes of the new models in linen or cotton for the bed of the models 
EGEO (a double color embroidery with triple bourdon to different thickness, while in its version for the 
bathroom is kept in one color) and WARHOL (with applied edges). The quilt, ça va sans dire, has a 
padding in regenerated cashmere (New Life Cashmere by C&C Milano). 


